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 SEX-SEEKOLL-SEX covers reworked by Frank Pollak from Switftrash and REX DAWKORD’s hightempo version from
2014. SEX-SEEKOLL-SEX is an 18min song & has a great progression inversion. SEX-SEEKOLL-SEX was on the HOTTEST-

ARTIST-LISTS of German People Official Charts in 2014 & 2015.[Lipid peroxidation in the neurons of the cerebral cortex
and the hippocampus in experimental cerebral pathology]. A quantitative estimation of lipid peroxidation in the cerebral cortex
and the hippocampus of rats with various forms of experimental brain ischemia, brain abscess and epilepsy was performed. The
intensity of lipid peroxidation of the cerebral cortex was shown to increase in a parallel with the severity of the clinical picture
in a varied range of energy metabolism and oxygen supply to the brain tissue, while the intensity of lipid peroxidation of the

hippocampus was found to be essentially lower.Orioles reliever Jim Johnson could miss four to six weeks because of a strained
right quadriceps muscle, the club said Friday. Johnson is scheduled to have an MRI exam on his leg Thursday in New York.

"When they look at the MRI, they'll know how bad it is," said Johnson, who has been on the disabled list since July 14. "I don't
know how bad it is. I'm not sure they know how bad it is. It's a little bit of pain, but it's been bothering me ever since I ran into
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that wall on my leg. It's a little bit of a frustrating injury." Johnson, 32, has been particularly effective this season. He has a 0.91
ERA in 40 appearances and has not allowed an earned run since June 1. Johnson said he thought he would be able to return from
his DL stint sometime in early August. "I felt I could pitch through it and felt I'd be fine," he said. "I was doing everything I was

supposed to. I'd always had good velocity. I've never had issues with my quad before, but there's no question in my mind that
this was going to be a tough injury to get back from." Though Johnson is a free agent after this season, the Orioles have options.

They could sign Johnson to a contract extension and play him as a starter. The other option would be to trade Johnson in the
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